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The linear stability equations which govern the growth of small periodic distur-

bances for compressible, three-dimensional laminar boundary layer How are derived

in an orthogonal curvilinear coordinate system. The parallel How assumption is

utilized lll the derivation. The system of equations is solved using a Hnite dif-

ference scheme similar to that in a current state-of-the-art stability analysis code,

COSAL. The LR method and the inverse Rayleigh iteration procedure are used

to calculate the eigenvalues.

The stability of the three-dimensional compressible laminar boundary layer

including the effects of streamline and surface curvature for Hows past swept wings

where crossHow type disturbances dominate is calculated. A parametric study is

performed varying Reynolds number and sweep angle on an airfoil with a. concave

cutout in the leading edge region of the lower surface. It is known that convex

curvature has a stabilizing effect on the laminar boundary layer. Conversely,
V

concave curvature has a destabilizing effect. The magnitude of these effects for

swept wing Hows is determined. Non-stationary as well as stationary disturbances

are calculated, and the most ampliüed frequencies are identified.



N-factor correlations at the measured location of transition are made utilizing

flight test data. Results indicate that amplification rat »: a.nd hence, N-factors, for

swept wing flows over convex surfaces are reduccd by about 30 to 50 percent when

curvature effects are included in the linear stability analysis. In addition, compar-

isons are made with some experimental results on a swept concave·convex surface.

Calculated velocity vector plots show good agreement with observed disturbances

in the laminar boundary layer over the concave surface. The results of the cal-

culations show that concave curvature destabilfzes "crossflow” type disturbances

with a 30 percent increase in amplification rate.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

The interest in the possible application of laminar How control (LFC) tech-

niques to commercial transports has dramatically increased in the past ten years

in both the United States and abroad. Referring to Table 1, which compares an

advanced turbulent commercial aircraft to an aircraft with LFC incorporated in

the design, a yearly savings of 4 million dollars in fuel costs for that particular

mission could be realized (see Ref. 1) . The LFC systems costs could be recovered

in the first six months of operation. It must be noted that these savings are based

on fuel costs of $1.50 per gallon, but with the dubious forecast of decreasing world-

wide petroleum supplies these kinds of fuel costs will most certainly return. More

recently, studies are being conducted to determine the feasibility of a new super-

sonic transport eifort in the U. S. . As seen in Figure 1, a possible 20 % increase

in L/D at transition Reynolds numbers on the order of 100 million is possible if

laminar How can be achieved on part of the highly swept lifting surfaces.

To predict potential savings in fuel costs or improvements in aerodynamic effi-

ciency as a function of total laminarized surface area, one must be able to accurately

predict the location of transition on complex three-dimensional geometries. Pres-

sure gradient, surface curvature, wall temperature, mass transfer and unit Reynolds

number are known to ir1Huence the stability of the boundary layer. To further

complicate matters, there exist many environmental disturbances any one of which

can cause immediate transition to turbulent How if "supercritical” in nature (see

Table 2). For example, insect strikes near the leading edge can trip the boundary

layer causing premature transition. Under such conditions, stability theory is not

applicable (Ref. 2). Assuming one can avoid the problems associated with the list

from Table 2, stability theory can be a useful tool to predict the onset of transition.

1
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However, it is considered to be only about 20 % accurate. The major goal of this

work is to extend the current linear stability theory to include the effects of surface

curvature and streamline curvature for compressible Hows past swept wings, It is

hoped that the extended theory will better correlate swept wing transition data.

In the following sections, a brief historical perspective is given concerning the

advancement of the science of laminar How control. Tied closely to the problems

associated with the achievement of laminar How in Hight and in wind tunnel in-

vestigations is the development of boundary layer stability theory and transition

prediction techniques. An understanding of the former is required to properly

utilize the latter.

1.1 Historical Review of Laminar Flow Investigations

Historically speaking, the idea of applying laminar How control techniques

to aircraft to achieve better aerodynamic efficiency is not a new one. On the

subject, including both Hight and ground tests, there exists an extensive survey

and bibliography of the efforts conducted up to about 1978 (Ref. 3) . Also, there

exists an annotated bibliography which emphasizes the aerodynamics, systems,

and structures studies stimulated by NASA’s Aircraft Energy EH°iciency Laminar

Flow Control Program covering the years between 1976 to 1982 (Ref. 4). A

more recent treatment which reviews historical and present day efforts aimed at

achieving laminar How is given by Wagner, et. al. (Ref. 5).

When designing an airfoil for laminar How applications on swept wings, the

engineer must be concerned about the growth of various disturbances in the bound-

ary layer which can be responsible for transition from laminar to turbulent How.

There are four types of primary interest which must be considered:

1. streamwise instability (T-S) 2. attachment line contamination

3. crossHow instability 4. centrifugal instability (Görtler)
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Although the thrust of this work will involve investigating curvature effects on

the centrifugal and crossHow instabilities, a brief description of the streamwise

instability and attachment line contamination is given . The possible interaction

of the primary instabilities and the problem of secondary instabilities will not be

addressed.

The stability of laminar How and the process of laminar to turbulent transition

was first investigated in the classical dye experiments performed by Reynolds (Ref.

6). Reynolds, and a little later, Lord Rayleigh, put forth the basis of present

day stability theory in efforts aimed at determining whether the disturbances in

a particular How (inviscid) amplify or decay with time (see Refs. 7-8). Some

fifty years later, in the late 20’s and early 30’s, the work of Tollmien (Refs. 9-

10) and Schlichting (Refs. 11-12) resulted i.n a firm understanding of the viscous

boundary layer stability theory. The theory was given credibility when the results

of the classical experiments of Schubauer and Skramstead (Ref. 13) verified most

of the predictions of the two-dimensional theory. Excellent reviews of this type of

instability are given by Mack (Ref. 14) and Schlichting (Ref. 15). The difference

in the viscous instability for Hows past swept wings is the influence of crossHow

velocity profile due to the wing sweep. Although it will not be addressed here, it

is not known what effect, if any, surface and streamline curvature will have on the

streamwise instability for Hows past swept wings.

The problem of attachment line contamination concerns the spanwise propa-

gation of turbulence along the leading edge of a swept wing. Such disturbances

may originate from the fuselage or large roughness elements on the leading edge

and may cause turbulent How over the whole wing surface, dashing the hope of

achieving any laminar How. This type of instability was first observed by Gray

in the transition Hight experiments of the AW52 (see Ref. 16). He noticed that

above certain Hight speeds, transition moved quickly to the leading edge. The
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phenomena seemed to be a function of leading edge radius as well as sweep. Imme-

diately following the Hight test, wind tunnel investigations were conducted which

conürmed Gray’s observations (Ref.l7 and 18). However, the significance of the

problem was not realized until it was “rediscovered” by the Northrop Boundary

Layer Group during the X-21 Hight test program (Ref. 19). The X-21 was de-

sig11ed to achieve full chord laminar How at cruise conditions utilizing boundary

layer suction through slots. However, in the early tests, transition occurred right

at the leading edge. A similar Hight test on the Lancaster bomber in Great Britain

was plagued by the same problem (Ref. 20). A series of wind tunnel investiga-

tions (Refs. 21-24) were started to examine in detail the transition mechanism .

The results showed that to avoid leading edge contamination one must keep the

momentum thickness Reynolds number at the attachment line below 100. It was

shown that reducing the sweep, the leading edge radius, and the unit Reynolds

numbers have favorable effects on the problem. This is a design criteria which is

still utilized by the aircraft industry today. It was also shown that leading edge

devices such as the Gaster bump and suction along the attachment line could be

utilized to control the problem. See Refs. 25-26 for an excellent treatment of this

subject.

The crossHow instability for Hows past swept wings is known to occur in regions

of large streamwise pressure gradient (positive or negative). In the leading edge

region where both the surface curvature and the pressure gradient are large, the

streamlines are deHected due to spanwise pressure gradients. The slower moving

Huid near the wall is deHected even more resulting in the development of a cross-

How velocity profile in the boundary layer that is perpendicular to the streamline

direction. As seen in Figure 2, the crossHow profile is inHectional in nature and

is known to be dynamically unstable. At some point in the How as the Reynolds

number is increased, the highly unstable profiles cause the generation of crossHow
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vortices. These disturbances are co-rotating and are aligned with their axes skewed

approximately 4-6 degrees with the treamline (Ref. 27).

In Hight, the existence of this instability was first observed by Gray (Ref. 16).

It was noted that transition occurred at Hight Reynolds numbers lower than those

for unswept wings. Using a How visualization technique, streamwise striations with

fixed spacing were observed in the leading edge region of the wing prior to tran-

sition. Wind tunnel tests conducted immediately after the Hight tests confirmed

the observations made in Hight (Ref. 17). Owen and Randall (and independently,

H.B. Squire) correctly identified the disturbances as crossHow vortices by properly

considering the inHuence of the crossHow boundary layer profiles in the analysis

(see Ref. 27).

The crossHow instability for the How past swept wings is fundamentally the

same as that for the How past a rotating disk. The rotating disk How is easier to

analyze and provides much information about the crossHow instability. The linear

stability equations which describe the stability of the boundary layer for this class

of problems was Hrst derived by Stuart (see Ref. 28). Later, it was shown that

the streamline curvature and Coriolis terms included in the analysis stabilized the

boundary layer significantly (Ref. 29). This idea was extended to the How past a

swept cylinder. There again, the inHuence of the streamline and surface curvature

terms were shown to be very stabilizing for Hows over convex surfaces(Ref.In

all previous studies with curvature included in the analysis, the incompressible

How equations were derived. As mentioned earlier, a major objective of this work

is to extend the incompressible analysis of Ref. 30 to the compressible equations

of motion for the How past swept wings.

The situation in two dimensions for Hows past concave surfaces where cen-

trifugal effects are important has been studied extensively starting with the the

works of Taylor (Ref. 31) and Görtler (Ref. 32 and 33). Here, it was shown

that pairs of counter-rotating vortices formed in the boundary layer for Hows past
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concave walls exceeding a certain Reynolds number. In the concave region such

as that found on the lower surface of supercritical airfoils, it is not known whether

the Taylor-Görtler (TG) type disturbances are important at the sweep angles of

interest or what effect, if any, concave curvature has on the crossHow instability.

Recently, Hall (Ref. 34) studied the problem of the Taylor-Görtler vortex structure

in three-dimensional boundary layers using asymptotic theory. He showed that

the Görtler vortex structure cannot be sustained in a three dimensional boundary

layer with large enough crossHow Reynolds number.

Up to this point in time, there have been no experimental studies for condi-

tions such as those that may occur in Hight to determine the state of the boundary

layer in the concave region of supercritical airfoil for non-zero sweep angles. One

experiment has been conducted by Kohama (Ref. 35) in which the laminar bound-

ary layer on a concave-convex surface was studied using How visualization and

hot-wire anemometer techniques. However, the pressure distribution through the

concave region was modified by tailoring the test section walls. The result was a

nearly constant pressure distribution in the concave region which, in effect, delayed

transition to a location aft of the concave region. At a sweep angle of 47 degrees,

Kohama observed that it was the Görtler vortex type disturbance formed in the

concave region which caused the onset of transition. One of the objectives of this

study is to analyze the stability of the boundary layer for this type of How utilizing

the incompressible stability theory as given in Refs. 30 and 36.

1.2 Transition Prediction Utilizing the c" Method

The current state-of-the-art method for predicting the onset of transition for

laminar boundary layers is the e" method first proposed independently by Smith

and Gamberoni (Ref. 37) and Van Ingen (Ref. 38) . Simply put, this semi-

empirical method involves computing the stability of the boundary layer in terms

of the disturbance amplication rate which is then integrated to yield the N-factor.
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The key to the method is the hope that at the transition location the N-factor will

be a single universal value. A simpliHed schematic of the processes associated

with transition for low background disturbance environment is given in Figure 3.

The c" method of transition prediction seems to work well because of the fact that

the linear region in the breakdown process occurs over a relatively long distance

compared to the nonlinear region (see Ref. 2). For two-dimensional boundary

layers where Tollmien—Schlichting disturbances dominate the transition process,

Smith showed the calculated N-factor to be near 9 at the measured transition

location for low speed test conditions.

However, the situation is a bit clouded for Hows of a three-dimensional nature

such as those past swept wings where crossHow disturbances are present and are

strongly amplified. Previous studies have shown that for Hows where transition is

caused by the growth of crossHow disturbances the calculated N-factor at transition

varies in a range of about 7-11 (Ref. 2). Some analysis of recent Hight transition

data on swept wings have produced N-factors as high as 20 (Ref. 39). Up to

this point in time, the linear stability theory utilized in the correlations of swept

wing data neglected the effects of surface and streamline curvature (Refs. 40 -45).

Also, it is commonly thought that only stationary crossHow disturbances need to

be calculated and included in the transition prediction process. However, it was

shown by Malik and Poll (Ref. 30) that stability calculations including the surface

and streamline curvature terms in the equations resulted in significant stabilization

of the boundary layer for the How past a swept cylinder. In addition, it was shown

that travelling crossHow type disturbances were most ampliHed.

From an engineering point of view, the results from Ref. 30 have important

implications if one must design a suction system for a hybrid laminar How wing

or estimate the fuel consumption of a new design utilizing LFC . Because of

the conservative results from the current analysis tool (curvature neglected), one

might design for too much suction or too much fuel resulting in higher costs and
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more weight. Therefore, it is important to fully understand the magnitude of the

curvature effects on laminar boundary layer stability.

1.3 Objectives of the Present Study

The linear stability equations which govern the growth of small periodic dis-

turbances for compressible, three-dimensional laminar boundary layer How are to

be derived in an orthogonal curvilinear coordinate system. The parallel How as-

sumption is to be utilized in the derivation. The system of equations is to be

solved using a. finite difference scheme similar to that in a current state·of-the-art

stability analysis code, COSAL, which utilizes fully pivoted LU factorization. The

inverse Rayleigh iteration procedure is to be used to calculate the eigenvalue.

The stability of the three-dimensional compressible laminar boundary layer

including the effects of streamline and surface curvature for Hows past swept wings

where crossflow type disturbances dominate is to be calculated. A parametric

study is then to be performed varying Reynolds number and sweep angle on an

airfoil with a concave cutout in the leading edge region of the lower surface. It

is known that convex curvature has a stabilizing effect on the stability of the

laminar boundary layer. Conversely, concave curvature has a destabilizing effect.

The magnitude of these effects for swept wing Hows is to be determined. Non-

stationary as well as stationary disturbances are to be calculated and the most

amplified frequencies are identified. Lastly, N-factor correlations at the measured

location of transition are to be made utilizing Hight test data.



Chapter 2

ANALYSIS

2.1 Governing Equations for Compressible Flow

The conservation equations for a viscous, heat conducting, perfect gas written

in vector notation as the continuity and momentum equations, respectively, can be

written as;
öp— + V · (pV) = 0 (2.1a)
ät

8V
P ·ä+(V·V)V =—Vp+F+(V·1·) (2.1b)

and the energy equation in terms of the temperature can be written in vector form

885

8T äp
pC', §+(V·V)T — ä+(V·V)p = —V·q+·r:(VV) +W (2.16)

The state equation is written as

p = pRT (2.1d)

Here, the usual notation is used; V, is the velocity vector; q, the heat-Hux

vector; F, the body force per unit volume; W, the heat generation per unit

volume; ·r, the viscous stress tensor; and p, p, T, t the density, the pressure, the

temperature, and the time, respectively. C, is the specific heat at constant pressure

and is assumed to be constant and R is the gas constant.

It is proposed to follow the method employed by Ref. 30 to analyze the three-

dimensional How past a curved surface. Two orthogonal curvilinear coordinates

systems, one fixed (2:, y, and z) relative to the body and the other ($,1), and z)

9
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free to rotate relative to 2:,y, and z are utilized and are shown in Figure 4. The

angle between :1: and { is defined as 6. In the reference system, a: a.nd y lie in

the plane of the body and z is normal to the surface. The corresponding velocity

components are u, v and w. Elements of length for curved surfaces in this system

are given by gldx, ga dy, and g,dz. Therefore, the differential arclength, dl is,

dlz =
aa°(d¤=)“

+ ya’(dy)° + yaz (d=)°

Likewise, in the {,17 and z system, { and 17 lie in the plane of the surface and z is

normal to the surface. The diiferential arclength is given by

dlz = hlz(d{)° + h,z(d17)° + h,z(dz)°

The velocity components are s,c and w. This system is used for the stability

analysis. Then the continuity equation is

äp 1 ä ä ä
at + [ä€(h2hsP—¢l + %(h1hsP¢) + glhzheßwll — 0

The components of the momentum equation in the {, 17 and z directions is

E. &.„;&+;?g+2ä+ -···=. ü+.—·w ü
hl hg hg öl hlhg hl hg öz

cz äh, wz äh, 1 1 äp Fe 1-——.—-——.-.=..-——+—+- V.
hihz 66 hihs 66 Phi 6E P

P(

ü,7
hl hg hg az hlhg hlhg az

sz ähl wz äh, 1 1 äp F„ 1
---i-—i=--—-+-+- V.

hxha ön haha ön phaän p p( T)"

Z. ü+;ä·;+;ü+.·1;ü+ Wü,. Wü•
at hl hg hg ölhlhgsz

ähl cz äh, 1 1 äp F, 1
hlh, äz hlh, äz ph, äz + p + p( T)
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The components of the divergence of the stress tensor 1* are given by

1 8 8 8

+,°"
Mhz 80 °' Mhz öz "" Mhz öf ”Mhz öf

1 8 8 8

+,‘”
mz 86 "' mh, az " Mhz an "hzhz an

1 8 8 8
(V • T), — |ää(hzhe/Vzg) + ‘%(h1hsT„„) + §(h1hz‘V„)]

+ 1 @1, .1%-, .1Q2-, .1{E"‘
11,11, ag ""h„,h„ 61;

“
1111;, öz '"' 1;,11, az

The relationship between the components of the stress tensor and the rate of

strain tensor for a Stokes’ fluid is given by

Tee = °V

+1,,,,= AV ·V + u¢,,,,

Ts: = °v + pers

1-tn = Ge = Fctn

Tßs = Txf = Meß:

Try: = Tan = ßen:
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where the divergence of the velocity vector is given by

1 8 8 8

and the components of the rate of strain tensor are given by

1 äs c äh, w äh,
= 2 ——— +

—— + ————···°“
(11, öf 11,112 61; hsh, az)

2 -2 111+1 11+ 1
ha 8'I haha öz hxha öf

— 1 8w 8 aha C aha
C" _ 2 (hs öz + h,hs 8£ + haha 81;

- 11 1 + 11 1‘" hr öf ha ha ön hi

, - 11 1 + 11 1el, —
ha az hl hl ha

, - 11 1 + 11 1"_ha67I
ha haöz ha

The relationship between the ürst and second coeflicients of viscosity is

2A = ac — 5;;

where ac is the bulk viscosity coeilicient. In general, the convection of a scalar

quantity f, such as T or p, can be written as

_ 1 8f 1 8f LQ(V V)! ” °h, ag +°hs 61;
+”’hs

8z

The divergence of the heat llux vector q in the energy equation is

1 8 8 8V • Q =ä [ä?(hahs<14) + %(h1haq•1)+ 5£(h1h2¢1•)]
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where the components of the heat Hux are given by Fourier’s heat conduction law,

that is,

q—‘
hl 86
1 61*

1"" ha an
1 61*8- · "‘;ä;

Finally, the rate of dissipation of energy is

1 äs c äh, w äh,
'

’ (VV)
"" [1;, äf + wa, aa, + 11,11, aa]

1, L2 1 _w5% 1 8 %
M haaü haha 8z h1ha ÜÜ

1, LQ 1 8 . .8% 1 8 %
" ha 8z haha 86 haha 8n

1, ELL L 1 {QL LM h1 86 ha ha 877 h1

1, hai L 1 kai L
" h, äz h, h, äf h,

hs ä w hs ä c““'”'
lh?85 + ha

az2.2Non-dimensionalization of the Governing Equations

Neglecting body forces and the work done by the system, the equations writ-

ten above along with the equation of state results in set of six equations for the six

unknowns s, c, w, T, p, and p. The laminar coeflicient of viscosity, p., as well as

the second viscosity coeificient, A, and the coeflicient of thermal conductivity are
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assumed to be functions of temperature only. Sutherlands law is utilized to calcu-

late the laminar viscosity coeflicient. For this study, the bulk Viscosity coeflicient

is taken as zero and 1\ = -2p/3; however, these simplifications are not made in

the derivation given below. The equations are made dimensionless by normalizing

the Velocity components s, 6, and w with the edge Velocity, U,; the pressure with

p,U,°; the temperature with T,; and the density with p, . The viscosity coefiicients

are referred to 71,. The coordinates f, 17, and z are normalized with the boundary

layer displacement thickness in the :1: direction, 6* . The resulting non-dimensional

form of the goveming equations are

+ V · (pV) = 0 (2.2a)
ät

äV 1
p + (V ·

— —Vp—I·
· T) (2.2b)

äT äp— V . V - .. j _ . =¤[ä,+( )T) (7 1)M [8,+(V VM)
1 (7 — 1)M,° _—RV q + R r . (VV) (2.26)

p T
= — 2.2dP 7M.° ( )

where 7 is the ratio of specific heats, M, = U,/(7RT,)%, the Mach number and

R = p, U,6* /74, the Reynolds number. The terms in the various components such

as V · q and ·r : (VV) of the non-dimensional equations appear exactly the same

as before; therefore, they will not be re-written here.
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2.3 The Linear, Compressible Equations for Parallel Flow

Consider a How where the motion may be described by the superposition of

a steady mean component and a small Huctuating component. Here, “small” is

taken such that the quadratic terms in the Huctuating parts may be neglected

in comparison to the linear terms. Let the mean How be described by Velocity

components E, E, and 1D with pressure and temperature 17 and T. The corresponding

quantities for the small unsteady disturbance are 5, E, 117, 17 and Also, assume

that the physical properties, 11, A, and k have a steady mean component (12, Ä, and

k) and a small Huctuating component (17, A, and both of which are a function

of temperature only. Then, the resultant motion may be described by

s=§-{-E c=E-I-E w=1TJ+117

T = T + T p = 17 + E

with physical properties

p=p+ü A=Ä+Ä k=E+E

where,
611 ~ ~ 6A ~ - 812 ~“

= TT A = TT k = TT
" 8T 8T ar

All quantities have been made non-dimensional in the same way as the quantities

in the previous section. Finally, the assumption of quasi—parallel How is made, so

that the mean How may be described by;

ä=s(z) 6=a(z) 117:0

and

Q7 = 17(f,17) and T = T(z)
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and that the mean How, including these assumptions, satisfies the Navier-Stokes

(NS) equations derived above.

After substituting the expressions for the resultant motion given above into

the NS equations and subtracting out the mean How, the continuity, momentum,

and energy equations are written as;

continuity:

QV LQ+iQ+Q +iQ+iQ+ ~Q
ät P hläf hlän äz hläf hläry

wäz

+(ß-5 + ß¤)m„ + (ßé + ß@)m„ + ß·ß(m„ + m„) = 0

momentum:

fz ßät hl äf hg är) äz

-
1 6i ,2 6*5

- -0 =
-__ .. ...+p(§E'n12 c mil)

hl 'l'
R {özz

+ l+Ä2+Äp
hl 6£6z hlh, öiöq p hf 69 hf 6r;°

läü 65 1615 6T 656i‘ 6“5~ 16°p6T65~+,2% l‘% + 2:%)% + %% +%Tl + 2%%%“"

1):ät
hl äf hg är) äz

„ 1 ö" “ 6"’
'l'
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I1 Mönöz h1h6ö£ör1 IZ
h,’ ö•1’

hf
ö€’

1Öü BE 1Ö1T1ÖT 66617* Ö°E~ 1Ö“ü„ÖTÖE~+6% [(6+;+;%):66+6;*6; +666+] +6%%%+

Z? zäämxs “ Zöömzsl "' ß(§2m1s + özmzs) =

85 p Ä 6“«I1
Öz+R Öz’

1+ÄE
h, Öföz h,Ö11Öz hf

Ö£’
hf Ö1?

+12+,+2BÖT
E ÖzÖz h1Ö£Öz h,Ö17Öz 17 hlöf h,Ön

Glléfgy!

_6i· :6:7* 687+ ,8T ,66 E8}? EÖ§__
"[6:+11+65+11,6„+"’66]

(”’ 1)M‘ [61+1;+65+11,66, ’

6 1612
Ö? + hf 8112 + Öz“ + ÄÖT

Öz’ T+2Öz Öz
_ 2

6ÄÖÜ Öz

R 2 66+11,66 66+2 66+11+65 66+

16- 6- ° 6- °[1 C 8[(6)
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The equation of state has a mean How component and a Huctuating component

given by
~1 ,, ß T

- = T d =
Meg

T T TP T an P (v )T T,
which are utilized to eliminate ß and ii from the set of equations derived above.

The in-plane curvature coefficients are given by

„, -LE ,,,,1 „, - Läz‘“ hiha an
“‘

hlha öf
while the surface curvature coefficients are given by

„, - LL; ,,,,1 „, - LL'113—h1
82

23—hg
az

In general, the speciHc curvature coeificients are a function of the conüguration un—

der consideration. They will be derived for swept wing geometries in the following

chapter. Finally, it must be noted that terms of order (1/R2) and smaller have

not been written in the above analysis. However, the magnitude of the effect of

these terms is determined and will be discussed.

2.4 The Linear Stability Equations for Quasi-Parallel Flow

To complete the derivation of the stability equations it is assumed that the

disturbance may be described by a harmonic wave of the form

5 = !¤[5(=)<=¤¤1>¢(¤E + ßn — w¢)]

E = !R[ö(z)exp i(aE + ßn — wt)]

15 = !R[1I2(z)exp i(aE +ßr)15

= ?¥[ß(=)<·=Xp ¥(¤€
+ ßn — <#*)]

T = !R[T(z)exp i(a£ + ßn — wt)]
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where a and ß are dimensionless real wavenumbers in the f and 1; directions and

w is the dimensionless complex frequency defined by;

a=a'6‘ and ß=ß‘6‘

and w = %w‘

For this disturbance, the wavenumber vector is defined such that it makes an angle

¢ with the f axis;

tan¢ = E (2.4a)
a

Substitution of these expressions into the equations derived in the previous section

results in the following form for the equations governing the growth (or decay) of

small disturbances in the How;

continuity:

. . . „ 1 6T _

+7M,2[(mg;§ + mlgö) + i(a0§ + ßoö—1

, A
ßoö — w)]T + w = 0

momentum:

1 ,
_ _

Öä _,_ ,__ _ _ _,_
fz

i
:(a„§ + ßoö — w)s + wä + (sc + sc)m„ + swmw — 2ccm„

A in
. ^

' Ä . Ä+B— S" + 1 + :
(w¢0¤ü’ — aoßoö) — 2 + :

¤¤0’ä
—ßo“äR u ß
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1672 „ , _6T 66:, 6*6: 16°p6T66:
+pöT [(1: +1a0w) az +özT az ÜZT

17:A

g] (Emu — @*m1¤) = —•ß¤v

‘ Ä . „ . Ä . .,1% {011 + (1 .1. (2+ 50%- 070%

16p _, , _ 6T 66:, 6*6: 16°p6T66:
+ü8T [(6 +•ßow)8z + 8zT +6z0T] + EÖT2 az 6zT

1 . _ _ . -. -:z: —w)w — 2ssm„

ÜN

Ä
·

A1 · A1 2¤~ 2^1+5 zaos -|-zßoc —a0w—ß0w

1671 Ä 6T .66: .66: Ä . .—— — —^' —T —T — ^ ^+p8T [(2+p) özw

+11108zenergy:

1 . _ : _6T

¤^ ^~ H9.? Ü^a„T
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_ _ 2

+
1 8’k Q T
I-E

8T’
82

- —
1

Meg
• A 8 A

• A
8-+ {2 (ö' + tßow) +2 (s' + zaow) -£+

2 2
gg + T
u 8T öz öz

where ao = a/h, and ßo = ß/h, . The boundary conditions are

3=E=1f1=0 at z=0

3-+0, E-+0, 11}-+0 as z—+oo

The equations derived above for the compressible, parallel How past a three-

dimensional curved body govern the temporal stability of a wave embedded in the

boundary layer. The wave aligned coordinate system ($, r7, z) where the wavenum-

ber vector is tangent to the $ coordinate (see Ref. 28) is an optimal coordinate

system for the study of the stability of the boundary layer over a curved surface.

However, since the geometric properties of the wave are not known at the begin-

ning of the computation, the solution process is an iterative one. First, an initial

orientation of the wave with respect to the 2: axis is specified at a given frequency

w, and then, oz and ß are found such that the temporal amplification rate w; is

maximized at any point on the surface for a fixed Reynolds number. Once this

initial solution is found at all z, y, and z, the $,17 coordinate system is rotated

such that the $ coordinate is locally aligned with the wavenumber vector; then a

new set of stability characteristics is computed. The process is continued until

the angle ¢, and hence ß, becomes zero (see Eq. 2.4a).



Chapter 3

SOLUTION OF THE GOVERNING EQUATIONS

Several methods are available for solving the governing linear stability equa-

tions. The method used here is the numerical method utilized by the compressible

stability analysis computer code, COSAL (Ref. 42). A brief description is given

below.

3.1 Determination of the Matrix Coefiicients

The system of governing stability equations can be written as

(FD° + GD + H)T = 0 (3.1a)

Here, F, G, and H are 5 >< 5 matrices and D E d( )/dz and T is a five element

vector defined by
§
11}

T = Q
T
E

The non-zero elements of the matrices F, G, and H are written as;

F11 = 1 F22 = 1

Fu = 1 F66 = 1

1 ap 8T . Ä
G = --11 G = 1 —11 pal, az 12 *( + p)¢!o

22
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1 8* 8: . Ä ÄGa1Ä

Gaa = G11 Gas

Ä Ä
G11 = ¤ß6(1 + :)/(2 + :) G11 = 1

I1 ll

6: 2 612 8T
-

_ 2 _
=

_____
G11 -2(·y 1)M, Pröz G1,

EÜT az

8 . Ä
G11 = 2('1 G11 = •(1 + E)ß6

18 8Gu G66 = G11

H11 '" rn'12

R 8: . 1 811 8T
Hg 777135)R

.R
H1311T ll
_i2H“* ,111 (*3****

"’ "‘“)+
i18T8z’ + ,16:1 öl 61

Ä R
H15 ='2R

1 8118TÄ. Ä
H = -1 -1-- 2 -=1 ,161 az ,1*“··)/‘

+ ,1)
'R Ä

H2, = —[(.102Has11T

11
R .1 8p 8: 86 Ä

H =
_L 2 -2 L: L L _

24 [ pT2(ä 11116+1:
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2R 1 ap aTI\. Ix
H = ———' ———— —25 [üTcm„ + Rai, az pzßal/(2 + Ü)

Hs1 = 77*21 +**70

1 8THs2 :,,118 +77328 -

ßoö — w)]

1 _ . _
-H,4 = ——-i.;[m„3'+m„c +•(aos +,606- 0.:)]

Hss = 77*12 +7ßo

_ —PrR 8T . , 86 86H4, - BT az
+•[2(·y 1)M, Pr(a„

az
+ß„ 8z)]

, RH4, = :[(·7 — 1)M,°PrE(a0§+ ßo6— 0.:)]
ä’

H“ — a° ß° +IE8T
8z’ + E(8z) 8T*

+],1 1)M°
E

8T](8z) +(8z)]

. P R—•[#(aoä+ß„6—w)]

Ä R
Ha1 = “(l + E)Goßo “ Ei;(377*21 - 2377*12)

_ R 86 _ . 1 ap 8TH52 * +777236)R

.R
Has = ”7M¢2T(33m21 " 3277*12) — 7TßoMT M
-i —- -—¤ 18** ya

s m„)+
pöiözz + pain az az

Hsa = -(2 +
é)ß02

- Goa — *]l%(Go3+ßo3'W)] "‘ §;i77*21
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As described in Refs. 30 and 36, the system of Eqs. (3.1a) is discretized

on a staggered Hnite difference grid where the velocity perturbations are defined

on the nodes and the pressure perturbations are defined on the midpoints. In

this way, no pressure boundary conditions are required. Homogeneous velocity

perturbation boundary conditions are imposed at the solid boundary (z = 0) and

in the freestream (which is assumed to be at z = 100). The governing equations,

along with the boundary conditions, then result in a block-tridiagonal system of

equations with 5 x 5 blocks that is solved using fully pivoted LU factorization. The

eigenvalue w is obtained by the inverse Rayleigh iteration procedure (Ref. 46).

For a fixed physical frequency w,, the COSCUR code calculates the maximum

temporal growth rate w,, which then determines a and ß. The condition that

the group velocity ratio be real for the propagation of a monochromatic wave in

a three—dimensional boundary layer (see Ref. 47) is automatically satisfied when

the temporal maximum is computed. The group velocity V, = (öw/äa, äw/8,6),

which is needed in this maximization procedure and for converting temporal growth

to spatial growth, is also calculated in COSCUR. Some tests were conducted

for two-dimensional How over a concave surface and the computed growth rates

(using the group velocity transformation) agreed well with the spatial calculations

of Ragab and Nayfeh (Ref. 48). An N factor for transition correlation may be

defined as _

N =
jl ——$’-’;-dj (6.16)6., |!Y(V„)|

where j is the arclength on the solid body along a curve that is everywhere tangent

to §R(V,).

3.2 Description of Computations

In order to solve the stability equations (3.1a), curvature coefficients must

be specified for the swept wing configuration under study. For simplicity, it is
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assumed that the surface of the wing be formed from the intersection of several

swept cylinders. The cylinders are used only to obtain the curvature coefficients.

The natural choice for the fixed reference axes in this case is then the cylindrical

polar coordinate system r, 0, g. For the body fixed system of Figure 5, note that

on the windward face

:z:=/ad0, y=g, and z=r—a

where a is the local radius of curvature of the wing surface. Hence, by considering

the length of a small element, it follows that

gl =1+(z/a) and gz =1

The mean boundary layer How was computed, in this coordinate system, by using

a laminar compressible boundary layer code by Kaups and Cebeci (Ref. 49). The

pressure distribution used as input to the boundary layer code for the parametric

study on the supercritical airfoil was computed utilizing a transonic potential code

by Bauer, Garabedian, Korn and Jameson (Ref. 50). Experimental pressure

distributions were used for the study of the concave-convex airfoil of Kohama and

the swept wing N-factor correlations. The general form of the curvature coeücients

in equations 3.1a are given by;

‘“ ' 1.,16, an
’

616;

mll = = —bSlIl€£
hlhg BE dz

m _ E- älh _ bcos’ 6‘° “
hl dz (1+bz)

_ QQl __ 6616* 6
mn _

hg dz
—

(1+bz)

where b = 6* /a. Note that :2: has been nondimensionalized with respect to a, and

z with respect to 6* .
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Previous experience has shown that crossH0w vortices align themselves such

that the wavenumber vector is nearly normal to that of the How at the edge of

the boundary layer. This is exactly true for Görtler vortices in two-dimensional

Hows. With this in mind, the initial f, 17, z coordinate direction was chosen so that

the 11 direction is aligned with that of the local streamline. Therefore, the initial

orientation is obtained by setting 6 = 11*/2 — vb; i.e.,

ml, = btanAsinvb cos’ (streamline divergence)

- - 3 ß -mgl - btanAcos vb fz (I)
(streamlme curvature)

ml, = (surface curvature in the f direction)
(1 + bz)

2

m2, = (surface curvature in the 17 direction)

where f(:1:) = 11,/U„ and vb is the angle between the external streamline and the

27 direction,

tan 11,, _ tanA
ue Uw f(z) f(=¤)

This system of coordinates (6,11, z) worked very well as a starting point for this

problem with convergence being complete after three iterations.



Chapter 4

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The linear stability equations including the parallel How assumption have been

derived for the compr »:—: ible How past curved three-dimensional bodies. The equa-

tions are solved utilizing the same numerical method as that in the well known

compressible linear stability code, COSAL. In order to check the analysis derived

above, the compressible equations including curvature are coded in the program

COSCUR. Comparisons are made in section 4.1 between the new COSCUR code

with the curvature terms set to zero and the COSAL code. Also, a check is to be

made against an incompressible stability code including the curvature terms, SAL-

CUR. In section 4.2, a parametric study is done to examine the effects of sweep on

the Görtler instability and to examine the magnitude of the de-stabilizing effects

of concave curvature on the crossHow instability. This parametric study is done

with the SALCUR code including the curvature terms. Finally, in section 4.3,

the new COSCUR code is utilized to determine the magnitude of the stabilizing

effects of concave curvature on the crossHow instability for compressible Hows past

swept wings. N-factor correlations are made utilizing COSCUR and compared

with N-factor correlations from the COSAL and the SALCUR codes.

4.1 Veriücation of the Extended Compressible Stability Analysis

Shown in Table 3 are the results of the Verification of the extended compressible

stability analysis derived above. The tests are performed at a location where the

local surface curvature is convex; therefore, when the curvature terms are
“on”

the temporal amplification decreases. The first entry in the table are the results

28
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of a simple eigenvalue computation from the COSAL computer code. For this

test, the eigenvalue w and the components of the group velocity, V, and IG, are

calculated at a single X/C location for a given proüle. The imaginary part of w is

the temporal amplification rate. The second entry is the new COSCUR code with

the curvature terms set to zero. As can be seen, the results are nearly identical

indicating that the compressible terms in the COSCUR code are correct. Entries

3 and 4 compare the incompressible stability analysis with curvature (SALCUR)

and the compressible code derived above (COSCUR), respectively. In this case,

the compressible code has M, = 0 and T(z)/T, = 1.0 in an attempt to turn

the compressible terms off. Again there is very good agreement indicating that

the curvature terms in the analysis derived above are correct. The fifth entry

in Table 3 shows the results from the new COSCUR code with the curvature

terms from the viscous part of the equations set to zero. As can be seen from

entry 6, including these curvature terms in the calculation results in very slight

decrease (about .014%) in the temporal ampliücation rate. This series of tests

lends credibility to the accuracy of the extended analysis derived above.

4.2 The Effects of Sweep on the Görtler Instability

It is known that Görtler vortices are present in two—dimensional How over a con-

cave surface and that, if the crossHow Reynolds number is large enough, crossHow

disturbances are to be expected in a three dimensional boundary layer regardless

of the sign of the surface curvature. It is the goal here to examine the effects of

increasing sweep (or crossHow Reynolds number) on the Görtler vortex structure.

Also, the effect of concave curvature on the crossHow instability will be examined.

The ‘parallel How' stability equations given above are valid for both the crossHow

and Görtler vortices, since the main interest here are the most ampliüed distur-

bances which correspond to high wavenumbers. In general, the Görtler vortex

structure is represented by parabolic partial differential equations not amenable
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to normal mode analysis (see Ref. 34). Malik and Poll (Ref. 30) showed that

unsteady (w, 96 0) crossHow disturbances may be more unstable than the steady

disturbances. The same may be true for Görtler vortices in three—dimensional

boundary layers. For this part of the study, however, the computations are re-

stricted to steady (w, = 0) disturbances only, though the analysis given above

applies to the unsteady disturbances.

Linear stability calculations have been made for the concave region of a super-

critical airfoil utilizing the SALCUR code. Various combinations of sweep angle

A and frewtream chord Reynolds number Rc used to compute the mean How are

given in Table 4 for the surface geometry shown in Figure 6. The region of interest

for this study is the concave zone of the airfoil which extends from about 7% chord

to 16.5% chord on the lower surface as shown in Figures 6 and 7. Here, negative

values of E = C„ /a represent concave curvature.

Cases 1-5 from Table 4 were analyzed utilizing the pressure distribution shown

in Figure 8 at M„ = 0.75. The suction distribution given in Figure 9 was applied

to the boundary layer calculation to prevent laminar separation in the adverse

pressure gradient region of the concave zone. For each case, the normal Mach

number (and hence the normal pressure distribution) was held constant, M,, =

0.75, as sweep was increased. The normal chord C„ was 6.51 feet. Since results

from Cases 1-5 showed similar trends, detailed stability analysis results will be

presented for cases 1 and 5 only. These results are shown in Figures 10-26.

Shown in Figure 10 is the crossHow Reynolds number as a function of position

for the conditions of Cases 2-5. As expected, the magnitude of Rc, at a given X/C

increases as sweep increases. For this study, the Görtler number, GL , is defined

as RL (|R|)‘/’, where E is the local surface curvature along the inviscid streamline

path normalized with L. The GL distribution is presented in Figure 11 and is

shown to be nearly constant as sweep is increased for the conditions of Cases 1-5.
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The Görtler number is positive at all X/C, however, it is meaningful only in the

concave region.

First, the results for the zero sweep case (Case 1) are presented for reference

purposes. The velocity vector plot in the £,z plane at the streamwise location

which gave the greatest local ampliiication rate, X/C = 0.1047, is shown in Figure

12. The associated normalized eigenfunction plots are presented in Figures 13-15.

The counter-rotating vortex structure shown in Figure 12 is for the most ampliüed

wavelength. The value of A, /60,00 =1.083 is typical of the most amplified Görtler

vortices. The ratio A, /60,00 increases from unity as the crossflow Reynolds

number increases and approaches a value of about 3 which is typical of crossflow

vortices. The eigenfunction plots are also typical of the Görtler vortex structure

in that the components in the axial and normal directions (17,z directions) have

zero imaginary parts and the component across the vortex
(€

direction) has zero

real part. In addition, the value of 6,,,,, is almost two orders of magnitude

larger than 5,, ,, and 12),,. .„ (See Figures 13-15). In conventional two-dimensional

Görtler vortex studies, this information about the relative magnitude of various

eigenfunction components and their phase relations is used explicitly to derive

simplified governing equations.

Presented in Figures 16-19 are the results of Case 5, A = 30 degrees, at the

streamwise location where the ampliiication rate is the greatest. This occurs at

X/C = 0.1059, where Rc, = 246 is a maximum in the concave region. As can be

seen from the velocity vector plot, Figure 16, the vortex structure at this location

is of the crossüow type, i.e., of a co-rotating nature. In fact, this was the case for

the conditions of Cases 2, 3, and 4, also. Figure 16 is essentially a plot of velocity

components s and w, where;

.6:.6+65 and w:6«b
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in which Z was assigned a value of 0.2. Other values of this parameter were also

tried in order to study the sensitivity of the vortex structure and qualitatively

similar results were obtained. It should be pointed out that the vortex structure

was of the crossiiow type from the point where instability was first detected, about

9% chord, for Cases 2-5. In this region, the Görtler number is low, i.e., less tha.n

10, and the crossflow Reynolds number is increasing. For Case 5, the parameter

«\,, /6„_„„ = 2.794 which is typical for crossfiow-type disturbances. The shape

of the eigenfunctions presented in Figures 17-19 is also typical for crossflow type

disturbances.

The results from Case 5 at X/C = 0.1330, a location where R,} is near 35 and

the Görtler number is about 21, are shown in Figures 20-23. As can be seen from

the velocity vector plot, Figure 20, the vortex structure is of the Görtler counter-

rotating type; however, the structure is highly skewed. This result indicates that

the vortex structure would develop from the crossflow type, present where crossliow

Reynolds number is higher, to the Görtler type as the crossfiow Reynolds number

approaches zero. The wavelength to boundary layer thickness ratio was calculated

to be 1.480 which is near the expected value for Görtler type disturbances. Even

at this low R,,, the eigenfunctions (Figures 18-20) for this case do not resemble

typical results for the counter-rotating type disturbances in 2-D Iiows; but, look

more like those for a co-rotating type disturbance. There is a deünite trend of

departure from Görtler to crossiiow type eigenfunctions with increasing sweep as

can be seen in Figure 23.

Praented in Figure 24 is the disturbance orientation with respect to the

streamline direction for the conditions of Cases 2-5. As the sweep angle increases

(hence, also the maximum crossilow Reynolds number), the orientation angle of

the wave with respect to the external streamline at the point of maximum amplifi—

cation increases. For Case 5, where the crossfiow Reynolds number is higher, the

axis of the crossflow vortex makes an angle of about 4 degrees with the streamline
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direction. This result is consistent with previous observations and calculations

involving Hows with crossHow type disturbances (Ref. 51 ) . As the disturbance

develops in the streamwise direction and transforms to the Görtler structure, the

angle with the streamline direction decreases to almost zero.

The spatial disturbance amplification rate at the fractional chord location

where it is a maximum is shown in Figure 25 as a function of sweep angle for

the conditions of Cases 1-5. The results eem to indicate that the centrifugal

effects due to the concave curvature result in a higher amplification rate for the

Görtler structure at zero degrees of sweep than the crossHow structure at non-zero

sweep angles. In addition, as the sweep angle increases, the centrifugal effects

decrease with regard to the amplification of the crossHow disturbances for the

conditions of Cases 2-5. The amplification rate drops by almost 50% when the

sweep is increased from 0 to 30 degrees. However, since the streamlines are curved

in a three-dimensional boundary layer, the distance for vortex amplification (see

Eq. 3.1b) incrcases with increasing sweep. As a consequence, the total vortex

amplification will not be smaller by 50% when A = 30 degrees. In fact, the N-

factor is 4.3 when the sweep is zero and 3.0 when the sweep is 30 degrees, a decrease

of about 30% in the N factor.

The eH°ects of the curvature terms in the governing equations have been shown

to be stabilizing in Howfields over convex walls (Ref. 30). For Hows over concave

walls, the curvature terms are destabilizing. The amplification rate versus position

for the case of 30 degrees sweep is presented in Figure 26 with and without the

curvature terms included in the analysis. The peak amplification rate, as well

as the N factor, is almost 33% higher for the case where streamline and surface

curvature terms are included in the analysis when compared with the calculation

where the terms are neglected.

The stability of the boundary layer on the surface shown in Figure 27 was

studied experimentally by Kohama (Ref. 35). For that study, How visualization
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and hot-wire anemometer techniques were used to study the flowfield through the

concave zone in detail for sweep angles of 0 degrees and 47 degrees for unit Reynolds

numbers up to about 200,000/ft. The concave region extends from about 16%

chord to about 33.5% chord. The measured streamwise pressure distribution

from the study is shown in Figure 28. The nea.rly constant pressure distribution

through the concave region, utilized to avoid laminar separation, was achieved in

the experiment by tailoring the walls of the test section. Little variation in the

pressure distribution was reported for the speed range of about 20 ft./sec. to 32

ft./sec. . Cases 6-8 were studied so that comparisons can be made with the

experimental observations of Kohama for the case of 47 degrees sweep. Detailed

results of the calculations are presented in Figures 29-40 for Case 7 only.

The effect of the nearly constant pressure distribution shown in Figure 27 on

the mean How calculations is to keep the crossilow Reynolds number under 50 in the

concave region to about 30% chord on the airfoil for the speed range considered (see

Fig. 29) . However, beyond 30% chord, the crossflow Reynolds number increases

very rapidly. As can be seen in Figure 30, the Görtler number in the concave region

is between 15 and 29 for the given test conditions. Kohama observed the existence

of the Görtler vortex structure in this concave region . Presented in Figures 31-40

are the velocity vector plots at incremental chord locations through the concave

region. The careful examination of Figures 31-34 shows the development of the

Görtler vortex; from a weak counter-rotating vortex structure (Figure 31) to a

stronger vortex pair as the Görtler number increases and R5, decreases (see Figure

34). Here, at xyC = 0.23 the crossflow Reynolds number is about 28, a minimum,

and the amplification is the greatest. Also, «\,,, /60,,5 = 1.20, which is consistent

with previous observations for the Görtler vortex structure. Kohama also observed

that the Görtler vortex developed into a crossüow type disturbance before the end

of the concave region. This can be explained by the fact that the favorable pressure

gradient starts before the end of the concave region causing a rapid increase in the
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crossiiow Reynolds number, thereby resulting in a disturbance of the crossiiow type.

This rult is presented in Figures 35-40 which shows the velocity vectors plotted

for xyC = 0.2470 to X/C = 0.3342. The crossiiow Reynolds number increases

from 29 to at X/C = 0.2470 to 94 at X/C = 0.3342 resulting in the development

of a co-rotating crossflow vortex (see Figure 40) from the Görtler vortex pair.

Similar results were predicted for Cases 6 and 8. In a given physical situation, the

transformation from counter-rotating to co-rotating structures will depend upon

various factors, including the strength of the vortex, the Görtler number, and the

crossflow Reynolds number. For the cases studied in this paper, it appears that

only the co-rotating structure exists when Rc, is in excess of 45. It should be noted

that at this value of R,,, crossilow instability will be absent on a convex or fiat

surface. This emphasizes the role that concave curvature plays in the instability of

three-dimensional boundary layers.

4.3 Calibration of the Extended Compressible Stability Analysis (COSCUR)

The stability of the laminar boundary layer at several flight conditions on

two recent flight tests was calculated using various types of linear stability theory.

The calculations were made for test points where crossflow type disturbances were

strongly ampliüed and Tollmien-Schlichting disturbances were negligible. The six

cases studied are shown in Table 5. The experimental flight data presented are

sensitive; therefore, specific details of the pressure distribution cannot be presented

here. The calculations were made utilizing the maximum amplification option in

three codes compared in section 4.1. Simply stated, this option searches for the

combination of wavelength and wave orientation at a given fixed frequency which

yields the highest amplification rate. Several calculations must be performed

to identify the frequency which is most ampliiied. However, it is still not clear

which are more important in the transition process in flows of this type: stationary

(zero frequency) croßflow vortices or travelling “crossHow like” disturbances. The
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calculations compare the compressible, linear stability theory (COSAL) with the

new compressible, linear theory including the streamline and surface curvature

terms in the governing equations (COSCUR). Included in the comparison, are

the results from the incompressible stability theory with curvature (SALCUR).

The N-factor has been correlated with the measured transition location. The

detailed results from Cases 9 and 10 are shown in Figures 41-46. The transition

data and N-factor correlations for all six cases are summarized in Table 6.

The pressure coefiicient and crossHow Reynolds number distributions versus

X/C for Case 9 are presented in Figures 41 and 42. The sweep angle is 20 degrees.

The transition location was estimated to be near 25% chord based on the output of

the hot film instrumentation on the wing. The shape of the pressure distribution

indicates that the How is accelerating over the upper surface of the wing to about

50 % chord. One would expect highly amplified crossHow vortices to exist in

this How. It has been shown from previous low speed investigations that R,) at

transition varies in the range of 175-300. As can be seen from Figure 42, Rc, is

about 425 at transition in this case.

The compressible stability theory (COSAL) compared with the new compress-

ible stability theory with curvature included in the analysis (COSCUR) is presented

in Figure 43. Also shown is the incompressible theory including the curvature

terms (SALCUR). The frequency range considered is between 0 and 4000 Hertz;

but, only the results for the most ampliüed frequency (2000 at the transition

location and the results for stationary vortices are shown. As mentioned earlier,

the travelling crossHow disturbances have been shown to be ampliiied more than

the stationary disturbances for highly three-dimensional Hows (see Ref. 30). The

results from COSAL show that the N-factor at transition is 17 and 14.5 at 2000 Hz.

and 0 Hz., respectively. On the other hand, with the curvature terms included,

the >=ults from COSCUR show that the N-factor at transition is about 9 at the

most ampliiied frequency of 2000 Hz. and about 5 for the stationary crossHow
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disturbances. The results reveal the powerful stabilizing effect of convex surface

curvature and streamline curvature on the stability of the laminar boundary layer.

The incompressible analysis (SALCUR) resulted in a N-factor at transition ofabout

10. This result is not surprising, since it is known that compressibility effects in

this speed range are not large. These results compare well with the calculations of

Malik on the rotating disk and the swept cylinder (Refs. 29 and 30). In the case

of the rotating disk experiment, the N-factor at transition decreased from about

20 to about 11 when streamline curvature and Coriolis effects were included in

the analysis. The swept cylinder results revealed that the N-factor at transition

decreased from 17 to 11 due to curvature of the surface and streamlines.

The pressure coefficient a.nd the crossflow Reynolds number distributions for

Case 10 are presented in Figures 44 and 45. In this case, the transition front was

near 45% chord. Because of the fact that the pressure distribution is nearly the

same as the previous case, the movement of the transition front is believed to be due

to a lower chord Reynolds number. As can be seen in Figure 45, R,] at transition

is about 470. The same trends in the N-factor correlation exist for this flight

condition. Referring to Figure 46, one sees that including the curvature terms in

the compressible stability analysis results in a decrease in N-factor at transition

of about 53% ; from about 19 to about 9 at the most amplified frequency. The

incompressible results of SALCUR gave an N-factor of about 11. The results from

the four other cases considered in this study are summarized in Table 6. The

average value of the N-factor at transition for these six cases at the most amplified

frequency was 8.9 when curvature was considered. Conversely, the COSAL code

without curvature predicted on the average an N-factor of 16.8.

The motivation for this work was to develop a more accurate transition predic-

tion tool for swept wing flows which is useful across the entire speed range as well

as to gain insight into the physics of laminar boundary layer stability. Referring

to Figure 43, the use of the COSAL code which does not include curvature based
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on an c° criteria for the conditions of Case 9 predicts the location of transition at

5% chord. In reality, transition occurred at about 25% chord. Utilization of the

new COSCUR code which does include curvature predicts that transition is at 26%

chord based on the e° criteria. This is typical of the other üve cases considered

also. These results make it clear that curvature plays an important role in the

transition prediction process for Hows past swept wings.



Chapter 5

CONCLUSIONS

Based on the results discussed in the previous chapter, the following major conclu—

sions can be drawn:

1. As the crossHow Reynolds number increases beyond 45 in the How past a swept

concave surface, the Görtler vortex structure evolves to the crossHow vortex

structure.

2. Centrifugal effects due to concave curvature were shown to destabilize the

crossHow instability resulting in ampliücation rates 33% higher than those

computed without curvature included in the analysis.

3. It was shown that by comparing prediction with experimental observation,

the linear stability analysis correctly predicts the structures existing in the

boundary layer, including the orientation and wavelength.

4. It was shown that for How past a swept convex surface the crossHow instability

is damped dramatically when the surface and streamline curvature terms are

included in the analysis.

5. For the six cases studied here, the average N—factor at transition was 8.9 when

computed including the curvature terms as opposed to 16.8 when computed

without the curvature terms.

6. It was shown that the linear stability analysis without curvature included in

the analysis can be ultra-conservative when utilized to predict the onset of

transition based on the c° criteria.
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Chapter 6

SUMMARY

The linear stability equations which govern the growth of small periodic dis-

turbanc >; for compressible, three-dimensional laminar boundary layer How were

derived in an orthogonal curvilinear coordinate system. The streamline and sur-

face curvature terms were retained. The parallel How assumption was utilized in

the derivation. The system of equations was solved using a finite difference scheme

similar to that in a current state·of-the-art stability analysis code, COSAL. The

LR method and the inverse Rayleigh iteration procedure was used to calculate the

eigenvalues.

A parametric study was performed varying Reynolds number and sweep angle

on an airfoil with a concave cutout in the leading edge region of the lower surface

utilizing the SALCUR code. It is known that convex curvature has a stabilizing

effect on the stability of the laminar boundary layer. Conversely, concave cur-

vature has a destabilizing effect. It was shown that as the crossHow Reynolds

number increased beyond 45 in the How past the concave cutout, the Görtler vor-

tices transformed to the crossHow vortex structure. Also, the centrifugal effects

due to concave curvature were shown destabilize the crossHow instability resulting

in an increase of the amplification rates of about 33% .

The stability of the three-dimensional compressible laminar boundary layer

including the effects of streamline and surface curvature for Hows past swept wings

where crossHow type disturbances dominate was calculated utilizing the code de-

rived above (COSCUR). N-factor correlations at the measured location of transi-

tion are made utilizing Hight test data. Results indicate that amplification rates

40
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and hence, N-factors, for swept wing fiows over convex surfaces are reduced by

about 30 to 50 percent when curvature effects are included in the linear stability

analysis. For the six cases studied, the average N~factor at transition was 8.9

when the analysis included the curvature terms derived above. An average value

of 16.8 was calculated utilizing the COSAL code which does not include curvature

in the analysis.
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Table 1

Comparison of a LFC transport design with an
advanced turbulent design (from Ref. 1)

Mission: 400 passengers and 6500 nm. Adv. Turbulent LFC

Take off gross weight (lb.) 645,073 590,496

Fuel burn (lb.) 274,073 214,711

Aquisition cost (SM) 79.2 81.1

Incremental fuel cost ($M/yr.) 3.9 0
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Table 2

Some environmental disturbances of concern in LFC design (from Ref. 2)

I. Roughness
Insect remains
Discrete
Continuous
Two dimensional
Three dimensional
Steps
Gaps
Particle impact/e1·osioz1
Corrosion
Leakage

II. Wall Waviness
Two dimensional
Three dimensional
Single wave
Multiple wave
Distortion under load

Aerodynamic
Hydrodynamic
Sun/heat

IH. Surface and Duct Vibration
IV. Acoustic Environment

Attached How
Separated How
Propulsion system
Vortex shedding
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Table 2-Continued

Some environmental disturbances of concern in LFC design (from Ref. 2)

V. Stream Fluctuations and Vorticity
Propeller wakes
Ocean Surface
Body wakes

Fish
Aircraft

High shear areas
Weather fronts
Jet stream edges
Ocean currents

VI. Particles
Ice clouds
Rain
Algae
Suspensions

VH. LFC-Systems Generated Disturbances
Vortex shedding (blocked slots, holes, pores)
Acoustic or chugging
Pore disturbances

Nonuniformities
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Table 3

Verification of the compr »:—:ible linear stability analysis including curvature

w V, IG,

COSAL (0.000539726005, (0.721742488, (-0.02207968l,

0.00370853869) 0.034732889) -0.001069481)

COSCUR (0.000539726005, (0.721742487, (-0.022079728,

mü = 0 0.00370853869) 0.034732889) -0.001069483)

SALCUR (0.00104819624, (0.683824222, (·0.019884173,

0.00177177198) 0.056484365) -0.002054571)

COSCUR (0.00104818169, (0.683821257, (-0.019188300,

M, = 0 0.00177158782) 0.056487610) -0.002055321)

COSCUR (0.001564640155, (0.700080899, (-0.01878341l,

O(E*;·) = 0 0.00150025353) 0.056312050) —0.002010248)

COSCUR (0.001564075020, (0.700076359, (-0.018783033,

O(j) 76 0 0.00150004941) 0.056313139) -0.002010923)
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Table 4

Case study of sweep effects on the Görtler instability

Case M„ A (degrees) Rg x 10’°

1. 0.75 0.0 3.56
2. 0.75 5.0 3.59
3. 0.75 10.0 3.67
4. 0.75 15.0 3.82
5. 0.75 30.0 4.74
6. ¤0.0 47.0 0.56
7. ¤0.0 47.0 0.90
8. ¤0.0 47.0 1.13
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Table 5

Flight conditions utilized for the calibration
of the compressible stability analysis including curvature

Case M„ A (degrees) Rg X
10“°

9. 0.80 20.0 24
10. 0.80 20.0 21
11. 0.80 20.0 18
12. 0.80 20.0 15
13. 0.80 21.0 30
14. 0.70 21.0 23
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Table 6

Summary of calibration results

Case Code Frequency X/C’,, N„

9. COSAL 2000 25.0% C 17
9. COSCUR 2000 25.0% C 9
10. COSAL 1500 45.0% C 19
10. COSCUR 1500 45.0% C 9
11. COSAL 2000 35.0% 15
11. COSCUR 20()0 35.0% C 8
12. COSAL 2000 35.0% C 16.5
12. COSCUR 2000 35.0% C 9
13. COSAL 1000 20.0% C 19

13. COSCUR 1000 20.0% C 10.5
14. COSAL 1000 12.5% C 14
14. COSCUR 1000 12.5% C 8
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Figure 1: Potential improvement in L/D as function of transition Reynolds

number for advanced laminar How control (LFC) designs.
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Figure 2: Schematic of the crossflow and streamwise velocity profiles.
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Figure 7: Nondimensional surface curvature as a function of position; Cases 1-5.
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Figure 8: Pressure coefficient distribution as a function of position; Cases 1-5.
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Figure 9: Suction coefiicient as a function of position; Cases 1-5.
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Figure 10: Crossflow Reynolds number as a function of position for Cases 2-5.
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Figure 11: Görtler number distribution as a function of position for Cases 1-5.
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Figure 12: Velocity vector plot in the f, z plane for the conditions of Case 1;
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Figure 13: Normalized eigenfunction in the r) direction for conditions of Case 1;
X/C = 0.1047, 6,,,,,,, = (1.0,0.0).
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Figure 14: Normalized eigenfunction in the { direction for conditions of Case 1;

X/C = 0.1047, 5,,,,,, = (0.0,0.025).
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Figure 15: Normalized eigenfunction in the z direction for conditions of Case 1;

X/C = 0.1047, 11;,,,,,,, = (-0.047,0.0).
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Figure 17: Normalized eigenfunction in the r; direction for conditions of Case 5;
X/C = 0.1059, @„,„ = (1.0,0.0).
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Figure 18: Normalized eigenfunction in the f direction for conditions of Case 5;
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Figure 33: Velocity vector plot in the f,z plane for the conditions of Case 7;
X/C = 0.2180, A,„ /60'995 = 1.198, R9, = 28.
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Figure 34: Velocity vector plot in the £,z plane for the conditions of Case 7;
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Figure 35: Velocity vector plot in the f, 2 plane for the conditons of Case 7;
X/C = 0.2470, 1\,„/60,,,5 = 1.232, R5, = 29.
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Figure 36: Velocity vector plot in the $,z plane for the conditions of Case 7;
X/0 = 0.2615, „\,„ /6,,,,,, = 1.275, R,,, = 31.
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Figure 37: Velocity vector plot in the f,z plane for the conditons of Case 7;
X/c = 0.2761, A,„ /6,,,, = 1.345, 12,,, = 37.
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Figure 38: Velocity vector plot in the f, z plane for the conditions of Case 7;
X/C = 0.2906, „\„„ /60_99,, = 1.484, Rc, = 48.
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Figure 39: Velocity vector plot in the f,z plane for the conditions of Case 7;
Z Z 1.598, Rc! Z 62-
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Figure 40: Velocity vector plot in the £,z plane for the conditions of Case 7;
X/C = 0.3342, Äw /60_995 = 2.830, Rc! = 94.
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Figure 41: Pressure coefiicient distribution for Case 9.
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Figure 43: N-factor calculations for Case 9.
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